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In this paper we consider spaces X X Y, where I’ is a compact Hausdczff space. Mlast 
of this paper is devoted to giving mw, simp ‘rd proofs to some recent results concerning 
normality and map extension Iproperties tir !e products. The theorems are of two types. 
First, we assume that the product X X 1’ is ,nal and deduce separation and covering 
properties for X, for example, that X must 1 v( l?)-collectionwise normal. Second, lu’e 
assume that X has some special separation p& ~Wies (name&, w(IY;-collectk~nwise 
normality) and dedr;ce some map eWnsion I -perties for X X Y. For examIJl.e, if A ;md 
B are closed subsets of X and I{ respectively, ien maps from A X B int0 the real linct R 
can be extended to all of X X Y regardless of ‘lether X X Y is normal or not. The proofs 
of all the theorems take advanfzge of the natur I one-to-one correspondence between 
mapsf:XX Y~Wandmsps,‘:X-*C(Y). 
r "11 
I AMS Subj. Class.: Primary 54C45, S4D15 / 
I normality in products CNl I collectionwise normal ej rending maps I 
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I, Introduction 
All spaces here are Hausdorff lopolqgk;~.l spaces, and maps are con- 
tinuous functions. 
efinition. For a spat y let C( Y) be ,the space of all Buu 
Y into the real line with the sup 111orm topcrlsgy, i.e. 
= supyEy If(y)!. Let 
be the open &ball about the point f in C(Y). 
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In this paper wle prove theorems about normality in product spaces 
X X Y, where Y is a compact Hausdorff space. All the proofs about these 
product spaces make use of the rich structure of C(Y), namely, that C(Y) 
is 8 Ban&h space since Y is compact. In the applications, tiefe weight of 
C(Y) (see Definition 1.3( 1)) is important, so in Section 2 we prove that 
for Y compact he weight of C(Y) is equal to the weight of Y. These 
facts about C(Y) (are applied in our study of product spaces via the COT- 
respondence b tween X X Y and C(Y) found in the following observation. 
1.2. Ob~rvation. Pf Y is Q compact Hausdorff space, there fs L natural 
one-to-one correqpsndence between maps f : X x Y + R and_mps 
7 :X+ C(Y).Toamapf:XX Y+Rweassociatethemapf :X+C(Y) 
definedby~(x)=fI(x)x YforeveryxEX. ToamapfU: X+C(Y)we 
associat.e the map f : X X Y + R defined by f(x, y ) = [T(x)] (y ). Et is an 
easy exercise to check that the compactness of X makes m.aps correspond 
to maps [4, ch. 2111, Theorem 3.1, p. 2611. 
I am indebted to K. Kuncn and M.E. Rudin for many helpful discus- 
sions. 
1.3. Ihfinitions. (1) The weight of a space Y, denoted w(Y), is the mini- 
mum cardinality of a basis for Y. 
(2) A space is Lcotlectionwise normal if h is an infinite cardinal num- 
ber and every discrete collection of closed se% containing hor fewer 
closed sets can be mutually separated by disJG-8 open sets. Note that 
every normal space is oO-collectionwise nomnal 
(3) A space Y is Ii-paramiqxz: if ?. ‘._ ic an infinite cardinal number and 
every open cover of Y by X CK fewer open sets has a locally finite open 
refinement. 
2. Facts about C(Y) 
The following two lemmas establish facts about the weight of C(Y) 
which will be use:d in all of the succeeding sections. 
2. nma. [f Y is a con;rpJetely regular spaq. there is a dlection of 
functions 1’: fa )4< w Cy) in C’(Y) such that for twerp ar < w(Y), llf, II = 1 and 
fora <p< MYIMf,,fp)> 1. 
oaf (simplified by MI. FLudin). We choose the dfb,‘s inductively as follows: 
Suppose p< w(Y) an f, has lbeen &ssen for each a <I 0. Let & := f”‘(bo, I]), 
Sim P < W?, WaIo,, is not a basis for Y. Therep, ther3 is a point 
yfi E Y with a neighbourhood Wp such that no tJ& containing ys lies in CVO. 
Define a map fs : Y -* I-1, l] so that f&y@)= i and fs(Y - W,$ = -11. 
Now suppose ~1< 13 $ w(Y). If f,(y,) & 0, then 
f,(v,:j --f,(YJ = 1 - f,(YJ 3 1 l 
Iff,(y& > 0, then yB E U,, SOI there is a point y E Ua - R$. ThuaJ 
f,(u) - f,(v) =:fJY) * 1 > 1 l 
So d(f,, fa) 2 l4 and the lemma is proved. q
2.2. kmma. if Y is an mfinirt?, c” 
- 
pact Hausdorff space, then 
w(C(Y)) = w(yf. 
Roof. The sup aiorm topology on t ‘( Y) is the same as the corn pnct-open 
topology on C( n which .has as a S’L -bbase the sets (( &, IT&< ,,JI13?iEtie, $ 
where ULy is a basic open set for Y, V’ is a. basic open set in 98, and 
(v,, v;:) = { f : 5’ + R I f(:v,, c v;:}. Thus w(C( Y)) < w(Y). P,semm~ 2.1
provides the reverse inequality, so the lemma! isproved. 0 
3. Implications of the normality of a ~~rukluct ;vith a compact factor 
When the product of two spaces i  no.rmal, it is possible to-deduce 
facts about the covering a.nd separation properties of the factors. A classi- 
cal example of this type of theorem is Tamano’s theorem that j i! the 
product of a completely regular T, space X and its Stone&e& com- 
pactification #X is nsrmal, then X is paracompact [ 13, Theorenl 21. 
In the following t~ldo theorems we assume, for a compact spali:e Y, 
that X X Y is normal, and deduce, first, that X is w(1Y)-collecti~lllwis 
normal and, second, that X has a covering property related to, blj~t weaker 
than, w( Y)-parar:ompa.:tness. The proofs below are simple because we 
make use of the me1 &ability and weight of C(Y). The next tw9 theorems 
are recent results of ME. Rudin and have more di!.%ult proofs in [S, 
Theorem 2 and ‘I’helBrem 3,reslpectively]. 
3.1. Theorem. If Y is a compact Natasdorff space and X X Y is normal, 
then X is wf Y)-collecltkmwise normal. ’ , 
oaf. Let CA,JO<~~~ be a discrete collection of closed sets in X. Let 
A = %<w(T\ A,. Choose ~&J~<W(y) as in Lemma 2.1 and define the 
map g : A i C(Y) by g(x) .= fa for x E A,. Using 1.2, we get a map 
z : A X Y -) R, By the Tietze extension theorem, there is a map 
i;” : ,:‘1’ X Y + R extendingg. By 1.2, we obtain a map G : X + C(Y) ex- 
tendingg. But then (G-l(B(f,, +))},KWcn is a collection of disjoint open 
se% in X which separate the Aa’s, proving the theorem. D 
3.2. Scholium. If Y is a compact Hausdotff space and X is not w(y)- 
;ollectionwise normsl, then there is a closed subset A of X and a map 
f : A X Y + R which cannot-be extended to a map F : X X Y + R. 
The Scholium is a direct consequence of the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
The next theorem is M.E. Rudin’s characterization of normality in a 
prrl4uct with a compact factor. 
3.3. Theorem. If 1” is a compact Hausdorff s,gace, then X X Y is normal 
if and only if for every pair of disjoint closed sets Hand K in X x Y 
there? is a locally finite closed cover K’,),,,, of X and open sets 
MS VaL<wO in Y such t’hat for every cy: C w(Y): 
(i) Uor 17 Va = 8; 
(ii)Hn(C, x Y)c Cyx &; 
(iii) K n (C, X Y) c Ca X Va. 
Proaf. (a) Let f : X X Y + [O, 11 be a map such that H C f-‘(O) and 
K c f -I( 1). This map induces a map? : X + C(Y). By Lemma 2,2 and 
the :fact that C(Y) is a metric space., we can let I: W(y}~.~W(y) be a locally 
finite closed refinement of the cover of f”(X) by balls of radius $ in C(Y). 
‘For each cr, pick a point g, E FVa and let & = g;*([O, $)), V” = g,‘((& l]), 
‘and let C* = f”-‘( IQ. Thes e are the sets required in %Iae theorem. 
(*=) This direction is not difficult and appears in f 8 1. 
4. Extension theorems 
The Tiekze extension theorem tells us that for every closed subset A of. 
a a~rm31. space N and every map f from A into R there is a map F from Iv 
into which extexldsfi In the next theorem we c:onsider product spaces 
X X Y, where Y is a compact HausdorfT sp and X is a w( Y)*ollec;tion- 
wise normal space We shop th,at maps into defined on closed s&sets 
of X >( Y which are thems&es producl~ ca c: extended to all of X X Y 
regardless of wheth.er X X 1’ is norAnal Ior not. En the: proof of this theorem 
ion 1.2 is again usci:d to allow us tc take advantage of C(Y). 
Here, however, we make use of C(-Y) not only as a metric space with a * 
certain weight, but also as a Banach space endowed with certain exten- 
sion properties of its own (see “Theorem D below). 
4.1. Theorem. If Y ,& a compact Hausdorff space, X is a w( Y)<oIleNon- 
wise noi-;zal space, and 4 und tI are closed subsets of X and lip respectively, 
thenanymapf:AXB p R cara be extended to a map F : X >! Y + R. ^. ! : 0 
Proof. The prdof-has two steps. I :t, we extend f to a map:” : A X Y+ R, 
Next we extend f’ to the desired * p 67. 
To obtain f ‘, we apply the follc ing theorem [ I 1, Theorem 21 (whose 
proof, incidentally, makes use of 1 T). Note that Theorem S isi a specia:“a 
case of Theorem 4.1. 
7hwwn S. Let B be a closed SUE let of a compact HausdoFflspace I-’ 
and let A be any space. Then away m,p f : A X 8 + R can be extended to 
amapf’: AX Y--4. 
We will nolv assume that the mapf’ : A X Y -+ R has been ctbtained 
and proceed to extend it to the map 17 : X X Y + R demanded in The+ 
rem ~1.1~ Alo and Sennott [ 1, Corollary 3.61 showed that f’ can be SO ex- 
tended. In order to use 1.2 again, here we prove that f’ can be extended 
by making use of the following theoreti,2 about Bamia~h spaces essentially 
due to Dowker [3, Lemma 2, Theorem 21. (Dowksr actually states 
Lemma 2 for a Hilbert space E and, without the w(E) prefix+ but his 
proof suffices to yiel!d the following theorem.) 
Theopaem D. If E is Q Banach space, X is a w(E)collectionwise kormal 
space, and ,G a3 a, closed subset of X, then every map g : A + E cap? be e_r- 
tendedtoamapG:X+E. 
We use Dowker’s theorem to extend $’ as follows. Use 1.2 to obtain a 
map 7 : A + C(Y),, By Lemma 2.2, w(C( Y)) = w(Y). Hence, since C( I’) is 
a Banach space and X is w,( Y)-collectionwise normal, Theorem D 2a.n be 
applied to obtain a map ,E : X + C(Y). One more application of 1.2 
gives us the desired map F : X X I’- + q 
One of the’fiypotheses of Borsuk’s Homotopy Extension Theorem . _i 
[9, D2, pa 573 is that a product space XX I (where I is [O, I]) is normal. 
This hypothesis led Dowker to inT!estigate the normality of spaces X X l 
[2]* Ifn [2] Do ~ker demonstrated the close relationship between ormal- 
ity in X x I and countable paracompactness in X Using Dowker’s theo- 
rem, Rudin [ 71 produced an example of a normal space X whose product 
with an interval is not normal. Thus the statement that X X I is normal 
is definitely stronger than the statement that X is normal. 
Recently, Starbird [ 121 and (inoependently) Morita [ 5, Theoreti 71 
have proved some versions of the orsuk Homotopy Extension Theorem 
which remain true even when the traditional hypothesis that A‘ X I is 
normal is replaced by the weaker hypothesis that X is normal. 
In this section we give a simplified proof of one such version of Borsuk’s 
theorem [ 12, Theorem I]* The proof makes use of the folowing special 
case of Theorem 4. I. The following theoreIn was first proved by Alo and 
Sennott [ I, Corollary 3.51. 
5.1. Theorem. If Y is Q con~.~act metric space, X is a normal space, and 
A is a closed subset of X, theur any map f : A X Y + R can be extended 
toamapF: XX Y-, R. 
This theorem is a special case of Theorem 4.1 since every normal space 
is we-collectionwise normal. 
Note that Theorem 5.2 below would be a direct consequence of the 
Tietze extension theorem if we assumed that X X I were normal rather 
than just that X is normal. Theorem 5.2 is a strengthening of Theorem 
5.1 and is the key to all the versions of Borsuk’s theorem which appear 
in [12]. 
S.Z!. Theorem. If A is a closed subset of a normal space X and f : A X I U 
LJ &.r X {0} + R is a map, then there exists a map F : X X I+ R extending fi 
roof, By Theorem 5.1 fheE is a map p : X X I + R extending f I A X I. 
The only difficulty is that F may not agree with f on X X {O}. There- 
fore we need to modify F. Let H : X X I + R be the straight line homo- 
tspy betwrenf i X X {O} and F I X X (0). For every point x E X, we 
will define our final r&p F I {x) x I as follows. L_et i; = mir, {I&x, 0) 
- f (& @I y 4 1. In the interval (x, 0) to (x, tj 8;queeze in the map H i {x} X I. 
In the interval 8) to (x, I ) squeeze in the map F” i (x ) X 1. Notice tha.t 
for points x E X ‘where &x, 0) = f(~, 0) the rnap F I {x ) X I equals 
h{x}X I. Therefore,sinc&A:K !=$ld X /L themapF:Jk !-+I% 
obtained above is the desired extension of fi CJ 
In [ii, Theorem 3.71, Morita and Hoshina show that in fact Theorem 
5.2 can be improved by replacing A’ by any compact metric spa’:? M and 
replacing ;O) by any closed subset of M. Their theorem also implies the 
following variation of Theorem 4. il : 
If Y is a campct Hausdqff space, X is a ~~~(Y~collectionw~s~~? nawnal 
space, A and B are closed subsets of .X and Y respectively, then any map 
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